Mosaicing of Text Contents from Consecutive Frames in Pedestal Shot Videos
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Abstract— Mosaicing of frame contents from video sequences has gained growing interest in the vision community. The applications of video mosaics include panoramic creation for forming one single image that increases visual field of view or mosaicing of textual contents for improving the quality of texts by combining multiple frames for the purpose of text localization, extraction and recognition. In this paper we propose an approach to mosaic the text contents from a pedestal shot video. The paper utilizes the SIFT – match algorithm to find the matches between frames as it is invariant to scale, rotation and geometric distortions like blurring / resampling of local image orientation planes. In order to improve the time efficiency we are proposing horizontal strip based matching technique. The stitching process includes estimation of homography using RANSAC and blending them with a transformation function.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The present day smartphone, PDA, IPAD contain integrated digital cameras that have the ability of capturing high resolution images. The trend of using these cameras has also facilitated to capture wide variety of images that forms a huge dataset for research projects and commercial applications. Especially the videos captured through these cameras pose different challenges while processing them. The major issue in processing these videos includes redundancy in spatial content, camera motion, blurring, illuminations and distortions. Also, as the videos are captured using hand held devices, they pose challenges in capturing methods. E.g Some document videos imitate the reading pattern of human beings, for these type we need o capture the document source using track movement i.e. left to right scan. In some special cases where the capturing is dependent on the language of use we adapt reverse scan or right to left scan. In some cases where we need to capture multiple columns or vertical patches as in case of journals or bills or time tables we use pedestal shot or vertical top to bottom movement.

The paper describes the approach of mosaicing document videos containing document source captured in vertical motion also called Pedding Motion or Boom Scan [17]. Mosaicing of document videos refers to the process of stitching successive video frames containing more than 50% of overlapping textual information into one large high resolution composite.

Also, we propose a method to mosaic the successive frame information with previous frame information by tracking only the spatial transition in the rows by decomposing the frames into horizontal image strips and matching them using SIFT – Scale Invariant Feature Transform descriptors. We have utilized the available homography estimation algorithm using RANSAC. The estimated homography was then used to transform the image for stitching using simple translation function.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in section II we have carried out a brief survey on the available literature on mosaicing. In section III we present the motivation for developing the horizontal strip based mosaicing approach. In section IV presents the proposed design, detailed development of the algorithm for the horizontal strip based mosaicing. Section V describes the experimental data set, implementation, results and complexity analysis of the approach is discussed. In section VI the conclusion drawn from this paper is described.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

There are several ongoing researches on camera based document mosaicing and video mosaicing. Few of the methods depicted in the literature are discussed below.

Lowe et al’s SIFT -Scale Invariant Feature Transform was used in [1] to reconstruct panorama of images. The SIFT features were extracted from video frames and were matched using k - nearest neighbourhood. The homographies were estimated between the matched pairs using RANSAC and was verified by probabilistic model. Then each of the connected components derived from the graph search method was subjected to bundle adjustment with joint camera parameters and was subjected to multi band blending to provide panoramic view which was invariant of scaling, rotation and geometric distortions.

Nagabhushan P et al [2] proposed a vertical strip based mosaicing technique based on SIFT for track movement videos. The reference frame were matched initially with the other adjacent frames and then the vertical strips were created. The false matches from SIFT were fitted using RANSAC and a simple transformation blending function was proposed.

Liang et al [3] proposed a mosaicing technique for camera captured images. Overlapping regions within a small area with perspective distortions were used for image registration.
The seamless blending was obtained by sharpness based text component selection. Mosaicing was done based on feature based alignment.

Hemanth Kumar et al. [4] proposed a novel approach for mosaicing split images based on simple pixel correspondence and Euclidian distance.

Hemanth Kumar et al. in [5] proposed a technique to mosaic the two split images of a large document based on matching the sum of values of pixels of window in the split images. The method compared the sum of values of pixels of window in split images to identify overlapping region in the split images.


Tomohiro et al. in [7] proposed a mosaicing method for camera-captured document images, by calculating the corresponding feature points using an image retrieval method since it was invariant to perspective distortion. Feature points were matched without compensating perspective distortion. Document images were aligned using a perspective transformation parameter estimated from the correspondences.

Ashwini P et al. [8] proposed mosaicing algorithm based on SIFT and corner detection algorithms to enhance mosaicing quality.

Srinath P et al. [10] proposed a novel approach for Braille document mosaicing based on stitch the two split pieces of Braille document.

Isgró et al. [12] proposed a feature based image mosaicing method. In this method, the feature points were extracted from one of two images to be stitched, and then the corresponding points in the other image were calculated. An Euclidian transformation parameter were estimated from the corresponding points. The Euclidian transformation parameter was used to stitch the images. However, the method is unable to deal with scaling and perspective distortion because the Euclidian transformation includes only translation and rotation.

Zappala et al. [13] and Peleg & Gee [14] proposed methods on document image mosaicing by estimating the motion through point matching. They considered the features based on the domain through exhaustive search procedure to extract best matches for mosaicing. The method works for 50% overlapping regions.

From the literature survey it is evident that mosaicing technique is useful in creating huge image composites and panoramas and is applied in various document, image and video mosaicing applications. In this paper we are extending the mosaicing technique with horizontal strip based approach for pedestal shot videos. The motivation for developing this approach is discussed in the next section.

III. BACKGROUND

In general when we capture a document video we capture the text content by scanning the source either left to right called track movement / pan movement, or top to bottom called tilt / pedding shot / pedestal shot. E.g. when the individual words in a line of a document needs to be scanned we prefer track movement but while capturing whole paragraphs or columns present in journal, magazine or bill slip we prefer pedding or tilt movement.

Pedestal shot means moving the camera vertically up or down with respect to the subject. A pedestal scan in practice is different from camera tilt. In case of a pedding movement the whole camera is moved but not just the angle of view. But in case of tilt, the camera will be in the same position but tilts the angle of view up and down. When a document is captured using pedestal or pedding movement it results in many content wise similar frames resulting in high redundancy in the spatial content. The purpose of capturing the document video is to extract and recognize the text information present in them. The cost of localizing and recognizing the text information from each individual frame becomes computationally expensive. Thus it is advantageous to mosaic the frame content by finding only the spatial transition occurred in the successive frame with already exiting present frame content. i.e. in case of vertical camera movement according to observation information is added at the bottom of the image and subtraction of information is at the top of the image is successive frames. Figure 1 depicts the camera movement using pedestal shot.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The horizontal strip based mosaicing procedure undergoes eight steps to mosaic the contents from the consecutive frames. The detailed description of the steps is discussed in the following sections. Figure 2 depicts the steps involved in mosaicing.

A. Video Acquisition Procedure

To acquire video in pedestal shot mode we shall consider two methods. In the first method a mobile phone with a camera or digital camera is held in the hand and the document in placed parallel to the camera at a suitable distance. The hand is then moved vertically, either top to bottom or bottom to top covering the entire content of the document. It is noted that in this method of acquisition the
video suffers lot of handshakes, blur due to hand movement. This can be overcome in the second method
In the second method the same mobile phone or digital camera is fixed on a tripod stand. The tripod’s vertical rod is
moved along with the mobile camera vertically up or down and the document is captured. This exhibits a smooth
movement and the blur, handshakes are reduced.

B. Fragmenting video into frames

Once the video is acquired from the acquisition device it is stored in the computer for further processing. To mosaic the stored video it is necessary to fragment the video into frames. The number of frames is dependent on the frame trigger rate of the acquisition device. The general frame rate is 25 fps to 26 fps but we have set the frame rate to 1 fps. This avoids lot of redundancy. When the video is fragmented, the result will be as follows

\[
\text{Video} \rightarrow \{ f_1, f_2, f_3, ..., f_n \}
\]  

(1)

where, \( f_1, ..., f_n \) represents the frame i.e individual static images with three dimension representing spatial and time domain

\[\text{Frame Selection} \rightarrow \text{Frame Registration} \]

\[\text{Frame decomposition} \rightarrow \text{Strip Matching} \]

\[\text{Homography Estimation using RANSAC} \]

\[\text{Frame Mosaicing by translation} \]

Fig.2. Block Diagram of proposed method

C. Frame Selection:

After fragmentation, the frames are subjected to selection procedure. The video captured using mobile phone either by hand or by tripod results in several artifacts like linear blur, defocusing or noise due to the hand or tripod movement. As a result, it is necessary to find the best quality frame before stitching the individual frames. We have considered using the no reference perceptual blur metric as stated by R. Ferzli in [15]. The metric is used to find the sharpest intensity frame present among the frames fragmented and returns value either 0 or 1. Here it is noted that 0 refers to the sharpest frame and 1 refers to the blur frame.

We have also used the algorithm stated in [2]. A 3x3 median filter is applied to remove noise. This is effective at preserving edges by removing very fine noise

D. Frame Registration:

The frame registration involves the process of setting the reference frame. After selecting the best frame, the first in the list of frames is set as the reference frame. The rest of the frames are decomposed into strips, are matched and stitched to this reference frame.

E. Decomposition of frames into horizontal strips

After selecting the reference frame, the next step is to divide the consecutive frames into horizontal strips. Most of the mosaicing approaches combine full images without performing the strip decomposition. The vertical strip decomposition method is stated in [2] by Nagabhushan P et.al. A similar approach is suggested here in this paper. But instead of using vertical strip decomposition we are dividing the frames into horizontal strips as the video is captured in pedestal shot mode.

Strip decomposition is used because of its ability to align the image correctly, easy to determine image manifolds [4], and is computationally inexpensive as we do not match all the features of two images but match only the part of the image strip where there is spatial transition in the content.

Now to perform strip decomposition we need to observe the transition in contents of the frames with respect to time t. It is seen in [2] that in track movement the information changes mainly occurred in first few columns in the left and last few columns in the right. But in pedestal shot videos it is observed that the due to the gradual top-down vertical camera movement the information present in the previous frame is subtracted from the top of the current frame and new information is added at the bottom. And in case of bottom-top vertical camera movement it vice versa.

In the frame decomposition stage we are dividing the reference frame and its consecutive frames into three horizontal strips creating three sub images from that of the original and is stored in a buffer memory. We have created three sub images since at least 30% of the match is required for attaining best match results using SIFT. Figure 3 depicts the decomposition of a frames

In the figure above, the horizontal strip HS1, HS2 and HS3 forms sub images of size (M/3, N). For creating the horizontal strips programmatically we have set the row indexes for HS1 starting from 0 to M/3 and column index as N. For HS2 row index starts from M/3+1 to (2xM/3) / 3 and column index N. And For HS3 the row index starts from 2xM/3 + 1 to M column remaining as N. The algorithm for strip decomposition is given below. Figure 4 depicts the frame and figure 5 depicts the sub images.
Algorithm for strip decomposition

Step 1: Start
Step 2: [row, col] = size(Image)
Step 3: for i = 1 to row / 3
Step 4: for j = 1 to n
Step 5: HS1(i, j) = Image(i, j)
End
End
Step 6: for i = (row / 3) + 1 to (2 x row) / 3
Step 7: for j = 1 to n
Step 8: HS2(i, j) = Image(i, j)
End
End
Step 9: for i = (2 x row) + 1 / 3 to row
Step 10: for j = 1 to n
Step 11: HS3(i, j) = Image(i, j)
End
End
Step 12: Return (HS3)
End

F. Horizontal Strip Matching

After decomposing the frames into horizontal strips, the next step is to match the strips with the reference frame and mosaic them to the reference frame. Before matching the horizontal strip we shall understand the information transition in pedestrian shot video. Let us assume that the camera is moved vertically either top to bottom or bottom to top. According to experimental observations the transition in the information change in the consecutive frames can be visualized as

a) Case 1: Top to bottom camera scan
   1. New information is moved in to the current frame at the bottom, i.e., in horizontal strip HS3.
   2. Previous frame information is moved out of the current at the top i.e. horizontal strip HS1.

b) Case 2: Bottom to top camera scan
   1. New information is moved in to the current frame at the top i.e. in horizontal strip HS1.
   2. Previous frame information is moved out of the current at the top i.e. horizontal strip HS2.

Hence depending on the user-defined camera direction we can mosaic either HS3 in case of top to bottom scan or HS1 in case of bottom to top scan.

The example for information transition in vertical top to bottom document scan is shown in figure 7 and 8.

Figure 6 a) Decomposed Reference frame b) Decomposed Frame 2
Figure 7 a) Reference frame HS3 b) Frame 2’s HS3

Figure 6 a) shows the decomposed reference frame and figure 6 b) shows the decomposed next consecutive frame, frame 2. In figure 7 the horizontal strip HS3 contains the reference frame information shown in the red dotted box. At time instance t it is clearly evident that the reference frame HS3 contents has shifted to the top and certain amount of information is added at the bottom in the frame 2’s HS3 which is shown in the red dotted box of figure 7 b).

Once the information transition is identified we shall match the HS3 of reference frame and HS3 of the consecutive frames using SIFT – match feature descriptors that is defined in [1]. The matching is done to all the rest of the frames and are mosaic later using homography estimation and blending function.
The algorithm for the above described procedure is given below and figure 9 shows the result of SIFT match

// Algorithm for vertical top down pedestal shot video
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Set reference frame as fr = 1
Step 3: for I = 2 number of frames
Step 4: u = image_strip(fr)
Step 5: v = image_strip(I)
Step 6: Match_Score = SIFT_match(u, v)
Step 7: if (Match_Score > threshold)
Step 8: IH = SIFT_Match(fr, v)
Step 9: Store outliers in table
Step 10: Compute homography
Step 11: Call Blending Function
Step 10: End

Fig. 9. SIFT_Match Result

Fig. 10 SIFT_Match for mosaicing

G. Homography Estimation Using RANSAC

Homography maps the points in two images with one to one correspondence. Mathematically homography refers to projective linear transformation. Among computer vision community it is most commonly called as linear transformation between two image planes. According to [1] a 2D homography is defined by 3x3 matrix represented as H which corresponds to pixel P of horizontal strip HS3 of reference frame 1 to pixel P’ of horizontals strip HS3 in consecutive frames i+1. It can be estimated using 4 or more corresponding points obtained by SIFT descriptors using the equation

\[ HP = WP' \]  

(2)

where W is the scale parameter.

Here we are estimating homography using RANSAC. The main reason behind using RANSAC is for removing the falsely detected points called outliers detected by SIFT match. RANSAC in general matches 4 random pairs of matched points by SIFT algorithm and uses it to compute homography. Later on it checks the remaining key points obtained by SIFT with obtained consistent homography points. As RANSAC is an iterative algorithm the number of iterations to find consistent points depends on the amount of outliers generated by SIFT. The algorithm for RANSAC is given below

// Algorithm for RANSAC Estimation
1. Choose number of samples N
2. Choose 4 random potential matches
3. Compute H using normalized DLT
4. Project points from x to x’ for each potentially matching pair:
5. Count points with projected distance < t – E.g t = 3 pixels
6. Repeat steps 2-5 N times – Choose H with most inlier

H. Image Blending

After fitting the homography the image is wrapped using a simple translation function available by solving a set of affine transformation using 1st order polynomial

\[ x_0 = ax_0 + ay + ax \]
\[ y_0 = ay_0 + by + by \]

Then the text contents of the adjacent frames are stitched at the bottom of the reference frame. The mosaiced image after wrapping is as shown below

![Image of mosaiced image](image)

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. Video Data Set

Experiments were conducted to capture pedestal shot videos. The videos were captured using mobile camera with 5.0 mega pixel. Table 1 depicts the type of textually rich content video frames that are captured using mobile phon. We considered documents with homogenous background (white) with black foreground and few colored samples. The documents were from printed books, journal pages and printed pages. The videos were captured with gradual top to bottom movement at a distance of 15 inches from the source placed parallel to the camera.

The experiments were conducted in ordinary lighting conditions without using mobile camera flash. The results of mosaicing are discussed in the next section.
B. Implementation

We have implemented the entire mosaicing algorithm using Matlab 2014(a). The result obtained by the algorithm is depicted in Table 2. Mean square error metric can be used to assess the quality of the mosaiced image [2], [16]. As these text rich document videos are mosaiced for the purpose of recognition of text the overall quality of the mosaiced image depends on the OCR recognition rate of text present in the mosaiced image. Also, the result of the approach is evaluated based on the readability of mosaiced image by human perception.

We have analyzed the time complexity of the proposed horizontal strip based mosaicing. The complexity analysis is explained in the next section.

C. Complexity

Most of the processing time is taken to match the SIFT features of reference frame. Hence this step has a complexity of \( O(N M D) \) comparisons, where \( N \) is the number of features in consecutive frame, \( M \) is the number of features in the reference frame and \( D \) is the dimension given by row \( x \) col. As we are reducing the dimension row by row/3 rows we are saving the time consumed for matching and fitting the data. The graph for comparison of two frames for with and without strip decomposition for time complexity analysis is shown in figure 12.

![Time Complexity for with and without strip decomposition](image)

**Figure 12** Graph showing the time taken for with and without strip decomposition

VI. CONCLUSION

The horizontal strip based method for mosaicing the text contents present in the consecutive frames is proposed in this paper. The use of SIFT descriptors for matching works on different types of documents since it is invariant of scale, rotation and geometric distortions. The experimental studies reveal that the mosaicing time is comparatively reduced in case of this approach. We can use the same approach for bottom to top scan. Future works includes adapting similar procedure for reverse and hybrid scan patterns in capturing the document video.
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Table 1 Types of documents captured using pedestal shot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame 2</th>
<th>Frame n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Single Column Video Sequence | Data: Single Column Multiple Lines
1. Keep doing Image Processing
2. Hello, World
3. This is a Test Page
4. Print it in Black 12345
Line Spacing 1.5 Font size 16
1. Keep doing Image Processing
2. Hello, World
3. This is a Test Page
4. Print it in Black 12345 | Line Spacing 1.5 Font size 16
1. Keep doing Image Processing
2. Hello, World
3. This is a Test Page
4. Print it in Black 12345 | Line Spacing 2 Different font size 20
1. Keep doing Image Processing
2. Hello, World |

|
| Single Column Video Sequence | What do you want in a document? |

| Double Column Video Sequence | What do you want in a document? |

| Triple Column Video Sequence | What do you want in a document? |

| Hybrid Column format Video Sequence | What do you want in a document? |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame n</th>
<th>Mosaiced Images using Horizontal strip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Column Video Sequence</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Frame 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Frame n" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Mosaiced Images" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame n</th>
<th>Mosaiced Images using Horizontal strip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Column</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Frame 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Frame n" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Mosaiced Images" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame n</th>
<th>Mosaiced Images using Horizontal strip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double Column</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Frame 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Frame n" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Mosaiced Images" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame n</th>
<th>Mosaiced Images using Horizontal strip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triple Column</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Frame 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Frame n" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Mosaiced Images" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>Frame 1</th>
<th>Frame n</th>
<th>Mosaiced Images using Horizontal strip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Column format</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Frame 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Frame n" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Mosaiced Images" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Results obtained from Horizontal strip based mosaicing